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T his paper discusses changes in Rapa Nui subsistence
patterns over time and the social implications of those
changes. As revealed by the archaeological record,

the symbols of status and power shifted over time.
In the early ettlement phase, dated to around AD 800

1100, power and status appears to have been tied to activitie
directed towards the sea. The majority of the bones found in
early cultural deposits on the island were derived from fish
whose habitats range from 500-1000 meters offshore
(Martinsson-Wallin and Crockford 2001). There were al 0

many bones from sea mammals such as spinner dolphin
(delfinidae). Post AD 1400 settlements do not contain bones
from these animals. Thus aquatic faunal remains from early
cultural deposits on Rapa Nui indicate a marine "hunting"
trategy that utilized seaworthy craft and fishing technique

such as long-line angling, trolling, and net fishing. This indi
cates that great skill at sea must have been important during
the early settlement phase.

Similar off-shore strategies are also seen in other early
settlements in central and east Polynesia (Rolett 1998; Leach et
al. 1984). On Easter Island, elaborate prehistoric stone fish
hooks (Figure 1), as well as rock carvings (petroglyphs) of
fishhooks, marine creatures, and canoes indicate that fishing
was considered a high status activity, especially deep sea fish
ing (Figure 2). A stone hook blank has been found in associa
tion with a Rapanui settlement dated to AD 1100-1200
(Martins on-Wallin and Wallin 1994), but other than this arti
fact, we lack temporal information on the large and elaborate

Figure l. Large fishhooks from Easter Island (photo: Martinsson-Wallin).
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Figure 3. An excavation showing how rock mulch was u ed (from Stevenson 1997).

systems and "rock gardens" (Stevenson 1997; Stevenson et al.
1999). The prehi toric fields were not cleared of stones but just
the opposite: stones were put on the urface of fields to keep
the ground moist and maintain a higher average ground tem
perature. The upland areas have a good microclimate for plan
tation of tubers, being cooler and wetter than coastal areas.
However, the sweet potato seems to have been the main tuber
cultivated at both locations. This plant had a great importance
in the prehistoric and historic Rapanui ociety.

Scraping and cutting tool of ob idian that were subjected
to microwear analysis from ettlement dated to AD 1200-1500
indicate that "scraping sweet potato and cutting plants were the
two principal activities conducted at this site" (Stevenson
1997:59). Prehistoric remains of a weet potato have been ra
diocarbon dated to BP 430±200 (ca. AD 1400-1600)
(Skj911 void 1961 :297).

It is suggested here that the introduction of this plant may
have triggered off agricultural inten ification. It is this agricul-

Figure 4. Statues fitted with eyes (photo: Martinsson-Wallin).
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tural expansion that must be seen as the economi
cal base of central importance for the development
of statue carving and building of monumental ahu
structures on a large scale. Prestige investments are
seen on the front facing of ahu structures. For ex
ample, this is shown in a ramp paved with poro
stones, a front wall of a central platform decorated
with a coping of red coria and, of cour e, the large
stone statues gazing inland.

The statues become larger and larger over
time and much labor was invested in building the
ceremonial sites in addition to carving the statues.
Eyes of coral and red scoria were in erted into the
eye sockets of the statues probably at a pecial
ceremony when the statue was set up on the ahu
(Figure 4). Because the tatue are interpreted as
symbols of dead chiefs, thi ceremony could be
interpreted as one where the ancestors were keep
ing an eye on the land of the living to prevent tabu
regulations from being broken. It is equally likely
that the ancestor were watching out for and pro-
tecting the living while establishing a legal claim

for the land under their gaze. An emphasi on the ritual impor
tance of the land and how the land wa distributed among the
different clans and families is suggested by the placement and
orientation of ahu feature .

In traditional history, one of the frr t actions taken by the
initial occupants was to plant tubers (Metraux 1940:58). This
also could be interpreted as a ritual action. In addition, it was
important to bury the umbilical stump of a newborn, for this
action stresses the ties between ancestor, land, and the living
(ibid: 103). The land, and issue related to it, i important
throughout all the island's prehi tory as well as up to the pre
sent, but it is suggested here that ritual foci were directed to
wards the land during the Expansion Pha e.

Finally, in the Late Pha e, dated to about AD 1600-1868,
ahu construction declined and tatue carving was terminated.
Furthermore, upright tatue were thrown down (the Huri Moai
Phase). We can also see the emergence of a cult that was based
on a food resource, namely that of sea bird . As shown in late

cultural depo its, chickens became an important
source of protein and the birdman cult developed
into a special event. Chicken were so important
that they may have been kept in tone hou e , called
hare moa. The e structures are said to house chick
en , but Ferdon (1999) has questioned this usage. A
mixture of human and chicken bones were found in
some crematoria connected to ceremonial sites.

While the birdman cult that was performed at
'Orongo (Figure 5) may have had more ancient
roots, the cult indicates a shift in ritual focus from
ceremonies carried out at ahu. After the Huri Moai
Phase, rituals were conducted at 'Orongo. The e
rituals are described in early ethnohistoric records.
The birdman was personified in the competition
winner and the god Makemake and their image
were carved into the rocks at 'Orongo. Thi sug
gests a ritual focu that was directed toward the sky
and may also may indicate that ritual importance
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wa moved from the land to the kyo
Analyses of faunal material from prehistoric

sites hows a decline of seabirds as well as the ex
tinction of native land bird (Steadman, et al.
1994:92-3). Following the destruction of the for
mer ceremonial sites, and in combination with the
depletion of food resources, the e factor may have
cau ed the birdman ritual to become the focu for
maintaining power and tapu, and contact with an
cestor and gods during the late prehi toric and
protohi toric times.

The hift in the ritual importance of different
physical elements is not to imply that the birdman
cult did not exist in an earlier pha e, only that this
cult became the most significant one in the later
phase of prehistory. The sea and the land were still
of great importance, but they were not a much in
ritual focus.
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